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Acer P610 RarÂ . On unlock Acer P610 RarÂ .Monday, December 3, 2008 Lebanese
Arab minister threatens Israel Saeb Salam is the deputy prime minister of Lebanon

and also the foreign minister. He doesn't seem to be very diplomatic, and this is
what he had to say recently. Nedim Sabri, who at first insisted that Salam’s

statement was “taken out of context”, later retracted. An official statement now
reads: "He stated that his country supported the Palestinian people and that he will

take this message to the parties on the other side of the conflict. He added that
'Israel cannot be a partner in the solution of the conflict'”. This is the minister who is
part of the government that is negotiating an agreement with Israel. "As many as 20

Israeli officers, one of them a general, were wounded in the fighting over the
weekend which continued until Monday, when the government was forced to
suspend the talks with Israel. He also promised to continue working for the

reconciliation of the two peoples, but then added that his country's determination to
achieve that goal will be immediately firm "if the Israeli government, led by Prime
Minister [Ehud] Olmert, decides to go to war against Palestine"." There is always

that possibility, but people should know that when the Lebanese minister warns that
Lebanese forces would not stand idly by in the case that Israel goes to war against
Lebanon, this doesn't mean that they will fight with Israel. The minister did say this,
but it was merely a warning. About Me We do not open attachments. Stop e-mailing
them. Threats and abusive e-mail are not covered by any privacy rule. This isn't to
the reporters at a certain paper (keep 'em coming, they are funny). This is for the
likes of failed comics who think they can threaten via e-mails and then whine, "E-
mails are not free." E-mails are not free. They are just bought by the box today. //
Copyright Aleksey Gurtovoy 2000-2004 // // Distributed under the Boost Software

License, Version 1.0. // (See accompanying file LICENSE
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